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ABSTRACT: Poly-silicon passivating contacts, consisting of a stack of tunnel-oxide and doped 

poly-silicon layers, can simultaneously provide excellent surface passivation and low contact 

resistivity for silicon solar cells. Nevertheless, the microscopic interfacial characteristics of such 

contacts are not yet fully understood. In this work, by investigating the surface passivation 

evolution of poly-silicon passivating contacts under increasing annealing temperatures, we 

unveil these characteristics. Before annealing, we find that the Si and O atoms within the tunnel-

oxide layer are mostly unsaturated, whereas the O atoms introduce acceptor-like defects. These 

defects cause Fermi-level pinning and high carrier recombination. During annealing, we identify 

two distinct chemical passivation regimes driven by surface hydrogenation and oxidation. We 

attribute the excellent chemical passivation activated by high-temperature annealing (850°C) 

mainly to the tunnel oxide reconstruction, which effectively reduces the acceptor-like state 

density. During the oxide reconstruction, we also find that sub-nanometer pits (rather than 

pinholes) are formed in the oxide. A combination of experimental and theoretical investigations 

demonstrates these sub-nanometer pits provide excellent surface passivation and efficient 

tunneling for majority carriers. 

 

KEYWORDS: silicon solar cell, tunnel oxide passivating contacts, sub-nanometer pits, 

pinholes, unpin Fermi level  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Crystalline silicon (c-Si) wafer-based photovoltaics (PV) technology accounted for 95% of the 

total commercial production in 2018.1-2 To further improve the competitiveness of photovoltaics 

with conventional energy sources, it is essential to increase the power conversion efficiency 

(PCE) of c-Si solar cells. In this context, recent years have witnessed the gradual transition of the 

dominant silicon-PV production technology from the traditional aluminum back surface field 

(Al-BSF) cell to passivated emitter and rear cell (PERC) designs, resulting now in production 

PCEs over 20%.3 However, PERC cells feature localized metal-silicon contacts which increases 

the process complexity; moreover, these localized contacts still suffer from high recombination.  

 

To push forward the practical PCE of silicon solar cells, the passivating contact concept was 

developed to minimize the recombination loss at the contact areas.4-5 There is a widespread 

consensus that the next generation c-Si PV production will be based on advanced passivating-

contact technology. To date, the passivating-contact technologies can be divided into three 

different types: silicon heterojunction technology (SHJ),6-14 ‘dopant-free’ passivating contacts 

(DFPCs),15-20 and poly-crystalline silicon (or poly-Si) based passivating contacts, consisting of 

doped poly-Si layers on thin SiOx layers. We label these here as poly-Si/SiOx stacks, but they are 

also sometimes referred to as TOPCon (tunnel-oxide passivating contacts) or POLO (poly-Si on 

oxide) contacts.21-24 SHJ contacts, which consist of a stack of intrinsic and doped hydrogenated 

amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), offer excellent surface passivation; the world-record efficiency of 

26.7% has been achieved by applying SHJ contacts in an interdigitated back-contact design.6 

However, SHJ technology shows a moderate thermal resilience (<250°C), relatively narrow 

process windows, and a capital-intensive deposition system is required as well.25-26 With a 

conventional both-side contact design, the SHJ device suffers from parasitic absorption of a-Si:H, 

which limits the short-circuit current density, JSC.27 This has been the main motivation to develop 

so-called ‘dopant-free’ passivating contacts, using more transparent contacting materials. By 

implementing metal-oxide (e.g., TiO2, MoOx) based DFPCs, silicon solar cells with PCE over 22% 

have been achieved.15-16 Although those DFPCs may be fabricated with low-cost methods, they 

often suffer either from poor surface passivation or thermal stability issues. In contrast, poly-

Si/SiOx passivating contacts exhibit a very good thermal tolerance, but also a very high 

efficiency potential, on par with SHJ technology. An efficiency of 25.8% has been achieved by 
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implementing a full-area poly-silicon rear contact.23 Moreover, such contacts may be integrated 

in a relatively straight-forward way into current c-Si PV production lines as hole-selective 

passivating rear contacts, replacing PERC-type contact structures.  

 

As already stated, poly-Si/SiOx passivating contacts usually consist of a stack of tunnel silicon 

oxide (SiOx) and doped poly-Si layers. High temperature annealing in N2 atmosphere 

(800°C900°C) followed by a hydrogenation step is usually required to achieve excellent surface 

passivation (expressed by a very low carrier recombination parameter, J0) and a low contact 

resistivity (c) simultaneously.21 It is widely accepted that the excellent surface passivation of 

such contact structures must be attributed to the combined effects of chemical passivation by the 

tunnel oxide and field-effect passivation from the doped poly-Si.23-24, 28-29 However, the 

microscopic structural evolution during annealing of the interfacial oxide layer, which enables 

simultaneously such good surface passivation and effective carrier transport is still not fully 

understood. Regarding the carrier transport in such contacts, either carrier tunnelling through the 

ultrathin oxide layer or localized carrier transport through pinholes or coexistence of both has 

been proposed.29-37 In this work, we unveil the interface passivation and carrier transport 

mechanism of the poly-Si/SiOx passivating contacts by investigating the tunnel-oxide structure 

evolution under different annealing temperatures, using a series of characterization methods 

combined with numerical simulations.  

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

    2.1. Poly-Si passivating contacts deposition. Double-side polished n-type (100) oriented 

float-zone c-Si wafers (15 Ωcm; thickness: 300±25 m) are cleaned by the standard RCA 

(Radio Corporation of America) process, followed by dipping in 2% HF to remove oxides. The 

wafers are immediately moved into boiling nitric acid (68 wt% HNO3; ~120°C) for 15 min to 

grow tunnel-oxide layers. All wet-chemical processes are conducted in a cleanroom (50% 

humidity; 22°C), minimizing surface contaminations. The grown oxide layer thickness is ~1.5 

nm, determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE; J.A.Woollam M2000). The doped silicon 

layers are deposited on both wafer sides either by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition 

(PECVD) at 200°C or low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) at 650°C using a 

mixture of precursor gases, consisting of B2H6/SiH4 = 5% and PH3/SiH4 = 1.5%, for p-type and 
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n-type films, poly-Si(p) and poly-Si(n), respectively. The thickness of these doped silicon films 

are ~30 nm and ~50 nm for PECVD and LPCVD, respectively. Finally, the contact stacks are 

annealed in a tube furnace from 200°C to 950°C for 30 min with a N2 flow. Samples annealed at > 

400°C are followed by an additional forming gas (4% H2 in N2) annealing at 400°C for 30 min. 

As a reference, symmetric poly-Si(n)/c-Si/poly-Si(n) structures are also fabricated, in which SiOx 

tunnel layers are absent. To avoid surface oxidation caused by moisture, all samples are put into 

the furnace at room temperature, followed by a temperature increase with 10C/min. 

 

    2.2. Characterization. The effective carrier lifetime (eff) of the structures is measured by the 

quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC) method using Sinton WCT-120 instrument, 

usually evaluated at an injection level of 1.0×1015 cm-3, unless stated otherwise. Fourier-

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra are measured in the range of 750 cm-12250 cm-1 

to probe the Si-H and Si-O bonding environments. In each FTIR measurement, a base FZ silicon 

wafer is dipped in 2% HF solution for 2 min and then is scanned using the background mode. 

The Si-O and Si-H vibration signals are analyzed as an indicator of structure relaxation. To 

interpret the FTIR resonance frequency shift of Si-O unit, density functional theory (DFT) 

calculation based predictions of the Si-Ox (x = 14) IR spectra are conducted using Perdew-

Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) pseudopotential in Materials Studio 2017R2.38 The software package, 

cutoff energy and k-point sampling are CASTEP, 500 eV and 2 × 2 × 2, respectively. Moreover, 

symmetric SiOx/c-Si/SiOx structures (prepared at identical conditions as before) are also annealed 

at different temperatures in N2 flow, followed by FTIR measurements. Cross-section images of 

poly-silicon/SiOx/c-Si/SiOx/poly-silicon samples annealed at 800°C and 900°C are probed by 

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM; FEI Titan 80300 electron 

microscope), in order to detect microstructural evolution in the SiOx tunnel layer. We also 

measure the electron current flow at surface of the sample annealed at 850°C with conductive 

atomic force microscope (c-AFM), at a bias voltage of 500 mV. The c-AFM measurements are 

realized by Dimension Icon (Veeco, USA), using tip (PFTUNA, Bruker, USA) with nominal 

spring constant at 0.4 N/m. The biases applied on the samples were 500 mV for 500 × 500 nm2 

scan area. The samples are first briefly dipped in 1% HF solution for one minute to remove 

surface oxide, and then are quickly measured in the Ar protection. There exists weak light 

illuminated onto the samples during measurements from the observation window. Contact 
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resistivity of poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si samples annealed at 800°C and 850°C are measured using the 

Cox and Strack method.39 

  

    2.3. Device simulation. n-type c-Si solar cells, featuring a diffused front p+ hole collector and 

a rear poly-Si(n)/SiOx contact for electron collection are numerically simulated using AFORS-

HET, integrated with a carrier-tunnel model.40 Specifically, the solar cell performance as 

function of the pinhole density (Dph) and interface state density (Dit) of the tunnel-oxide layer is 

simulated. For this, the SiOx layer is represented by a 1.5 nm membrane, whose electron affinity, 

band gap, and dielectric constant are chosen to be 0.9 eV, 8.9 eV, and 3.9, respectively. To 

simulate surface defects, a layer of 1 nm c-Si film is assumed, featuring acceptor-like defects 

locating at EEi=0.18 eV, with a narrow Gaussian distribution. Dph and Dit are swept from 10-4 to 

10-1 and from 109 to 1013 cm-2, respectively. Other parameters adopted in the device simulations 

are displayed in Supporting Information Table S1.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

      3.1. Surface Passivation of Poly-Si passivating contacts. Figure 1a and 1b sketch the 

symmetric poly-Si/SiOx passivating contact structures, before and after annealing. Generally, 

doped a-Si:H layers deposited by PECVD contain a high hydrogen concentration of ~10201022 

cm-3.41-42 Most of these hydrogen atoms (>99%) are present in the form of Si-H bonds in the 

disordered bulk of the film and at the internal surfaces of voids. Some of them can also be left as 

H2 molecules in large voids.43-45 In this scenario, the mass density of a-Si:H is slightly lower than 

that of pure a-Si films. Under increasingly higher temperature (>300°C) annealing, hydrogen 

present on internal voids recombines and effuse out.46 At even higher temperatures, also the 

hydrogen present in the bulk of the amorphous matrix effuse out, explaining the typical presence 

of two hydrogen effusion peaks when a-Si:H films are annealed at increasingly high 

temperatures. Upon such effusion, the a-Si matrix tends to relax into large poly-Si grains.47  

 

    Figure 1c shows the eff of n-type c-Si substrate passivated by both poly-Si(p)/SiOx and poly-

Si(n)/SiOx contacts as a function of annealing temperature. All eff measurements are conducted 

after the forming gas annealing. Phosphorus-doped a-Si:H films are deposited by both PECVD 

and LPCVD, whereas boron-doped a-Si:H films are only deposited by PECVD. All samples 
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featuring either poly-Si(p)/SiOx or poly-Si(n)/SiOx layer stacks, show very low initial eff (3 µs) 

at 200°C, which indicates that before annealing the (poor) chemical passivation by SiOx dictates 

the interface and passivation quality. It is obvious that the samples in this work featuring poly-

Si(n)/SiOx layer stacks show substantially higher eff than that of poly-Si(p)/SiOx contact stacks 

when annealed at different temperatures. This might be caused by a lower doping efficiency48 

(inferred from photoconductivity data) of B atoms in the poly-Si bulk or – more likely – 

indicates that boron penetration into the SiOx tunneling layer increases the passivation 

degradation.49 Notably, two eff peaks are observed for both poly-Si(n)/SiOx and poly-Si(p)/SiOx 

contact stacks, and it is interesting that the peaks are reached at almost the same annealing 

temperature (400C and 850C), independent on the a-Si:H dopant type or deposition method. 

Notably, the second peak near 850C is not observed on samples without tunnel oxide (green 

circle). In the annealing temperature range of 200600°C, the eff reaches the first peak at 

400°C, followed by a decrease to a local minimum at 600°C. Further increasing the annealing 

temperature results in a sharp eff enhancement, and the second peak is reached at 850°C 

followed by a rapid decrease for higher annealing temperatures. These results suggest there must 

be two different passivation mechanisms at work in the annealing temperature window discussed 

here.       
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of symmetric poly-Si/SiOx passivating contact structures (a) before and (b) after annealing. 

(c) Dependence of eff of the samples passivated by poly-Si(n)/SiOx and poly-Si(p)/SiOx passivating contact 

structures on annealing temperature. All samples annealed at > 400°C underwent a forming gas (4% H2 in N2) 

annealing at 400°C for 30 min. All data are mean values.  

 

      3.2. Microstructural Evolution of SiOx Tunnel Layer. Figure 2a shows FTIR 

transmittance spectra of poly-Si(n)/SiOx contact stacks annealed at different temperatures. At 

annealing temperatures <600°C, four H-related absorption signatures can clearly be observed, 

positioned at 845 cm-1 (SiH3 bending mode; see Supporting Information Figures S1S3), 890 

cm-1 (SiH2 bending mode; see Supporting Information Figures S1S2, and Figures S4S5), 2000 

cm-1 (bulk SiH stretching mode) and 2080 cm-1 (void SiH and SiH2 stretching modes).50-51 As the 

annealing temperature increases from 200°C to 400°C, all H-related absorption peak intensities 

substantially decrease. During such annealing, two dynamic processes may occur: a-Si:H 

network relaxation and hydrogen diffusion.52 In contrast, the SiOx absorption intensity at 1040 

cm-1 increases significantly from 200°C to 400°C. Considering that the samples are annealed in 

N2 flow, the increase in SiOx absorption intensity may indicate that a large portion of O atoms 

are reconstructed, forming Si-O bonds. Noting that the structure without SiOx tunnel layers also 
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displays an eff peak at ~400°C, we conclude that the eff maxima at 400°C in Figure 1c can 

likely be mainly attributed to SiOx reconstruction in the presence of H passivation. Ongoing 

study to elucidate how H mobility affects SiOx reconstruction is indispensable in the future. 

Further increasing the annealing temperature to 600°C results in an on-going intensity increase 

of the SiOx IR absorption peak, which suggests a further decrease of the interface defect density. 

However, the four H-related IR absorption peaks disappear at 600°C (Figure 2a), which indicates 

that H effuses away during this process, a phenomenon known to be detrimental in SHJ 

passivating contact stacks. Overall, the inferior H passivation results in the first passivation 

valley at 600°C. Remarkably, at higher temperatures, the SiOx interface passivation seems to 

fully compensate the absence of any hydrogenation. As an example, we find the sample has 

almost the same eff values after 850°C annealing, no matter whether forming gas annealing at 

400°C for 30 min is applied or not, after deposition. However, when the annealing temperature is 

increased to >850°C, a decrease in SiOx absorption intensity is observed, likely explaining the 

loss in chemical passivation at these temperatures. This decrease in SiOx IR absorption intensity 

might be caused by high temperature reaction of Si+SiO2  SiO (gas) or SiOx reconstruction.21  
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Figure 2. (a) FTIR transmittance spectra of poly-Si(n)/SiOx  passivating contact structures annealed at 200°C, 

400°C, 600°C, 850°C, and 950°C respectively. The a-Si:H films of these samples are deposited in PECVD chamber. 

Absorption at 19002200 cm-1 corresponds to Si-Hx (x=1,2,3) stretching mode; while the two peaks at 845 cm-1 and 

890 cm-1 originate from Si-H3 and Si-H2 bending mode respectively. (b) FTIR transmittance spectra of SiOx/c-

Si(n)/SiOx symmetric structures (without poly-Si(n) overlayers) annealed at different temperatures.  

 

      In Figure 2a, we also observe an obvious frequency blue shift of the SiOx IR absorption peak 

with increasing annealing temperature. The lower IR vibrational frequency indicates the as-

formed SiOx is under-stoichiometric.53-54 To verify whether this shift is not caused by SiO 

bonds in the a-Si:H or poly-Si overlayer, SiOx/c-Si/SiOx structures are annealed at similar 

temperatures. The corresponding FTIR transmittance spectra are shown in Figure 2b, in which 

the same frequency shifts are well reproduced. To exclude post-oxidation in N2 annealing 

process, we checked the SiOx thickness before and after the annealing by using ellipsometry. The 

nominal thickness is 1.55 nm and 1.53 nm respectively, indicating the thickness of the SiOx 

tunneling layer scarcely changes before 850C. Theoretically, this frequency blue shift can be 

attributed to saturation of SiOx (i.e. due to increasing x).53-54 Figure 3a depicts four typical SiOx 
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(x = 1, 2, 3, 4) atomic structures, embedded in a SiO2 network. These SiOx models are built 

based on quartz SiO2, which are relaxed by DFT dynamics using GGAPBE exchange-

correlation pseudopotential. DFT calculations predict four typical IR absorption spectra, shown 

in Figure 3b, whose mole ratios of [SiO4]:[SiO3]:[SiO2]:[SiO] are 4:3:0:1, 5:2:1:0, 6:2:0:0, 

and 8:0:0:0, where SiO, SiO2, SiO3 and SiO4 represent characteristic structures respectively. 

An apparent blue shift of the SiOx IR spectrum with increasing x is found. For comparison, 

experimental SiO IR absorption frequencies (vertical lines) from Figure 2a are shown as well. 

Their positions clearly suggest that as-deposited SiOx has a large amount of Si atoms with only 

three neighboring O atoms (SiO3). Annealing makes the under-stoichiometric O atoms 

gradually bond to adjacent Si atoms. The changes in IR frequency saturate at 850°C. After that, 

the tunnel oxide layer is mainly composed of stoichiometric SiO2 (or SiO4). Here, saturation of 

x at 850°C is in good agreement with the maximum eff obtained at 850°C in Figure 1c.  

 

 

Figure 3. (a) Atomic structures of SiOx (x=1, 2, 3, 4), where green balls represent Si atoms and violet balls 

represent O atoms, the subscript x is the adjacent number of O atoms bonding to a Si atom.  (b) Theoretical SiO 

FTIR spectra of four typical structures (Si-O4)8, (Si-O4)6(Si-O3)2, (Si-O4)5(Si-O3)2(Si-O2), and (Si-O4)4(Si-O3)3(Si-O), 

predicted by DFT calculations using GGA-PBE exchange-correlation pseudopotential.  

 

      The rapid eff increase from 600°C to 850°C is believed to be determined by either chemical 

passivation from SiOx (i.e. reduction of surface states) or (electrical) field-effect passivation (i.e. 

repelling one type of carrier).55 The latter is due to substitutional doping of B/P atoms into the c-

Si network56 and formation of a (p-n or high-low) junction. Although a-Si:H starts to crystallize 
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between 600°C to 700°C,57 eff is still on a low level (<500 s) after 800°C annealing for the 

samples with doped PECVD a-Si:H layers (see Figure 1c). Besides, the eff variation trend for 

both poly-Si(n)/SiOx and poly-Si(p)/SiOx samples are identical, featuring a maximum and 

minimum eff at the same temperatures. Taking into account the fact that the diffusion of B and P 

atoms has different activation energies in c-Si,58 we infer that the best passivation at 850°C must 

mainly stem from chemical passivation from SiOx. This is also supported by the fact that the 

structure without an interfacial tunnel oxide layer does not show an eff maximum at ~850°C in 

Figure 1c. Additionally, in our experiments, we also find that annealing SiNxHy/poly-Si(n)/c-

Si/poly-Si(n)/SiNxHy at 500C efficiently enhances the eff from <100 µs to >300 µs. It is noted 

that high temperature induced dopant diffusion through SiOx into Si wafer also affects the 

passivation in some extent.59 First, the diffused dopant atoms cause defects at SiOx/c-Si interface. 

Further, they contribute to form a diffused junction that manifests field-effect passivation. 

Besides the SiOx structural reconstruction observed herein, H passivation may also play a role in 

the passivation, by forming Si-OH groups.60 Further study should be conducted to elucidate this 

speculation.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

3.3. Charge States in SiOx Tunnel Layer. Stegemann et al reported surface photo voltage 

(SPV) data of SiOx on crystalline surface, formed in boiling HNO3.
61 There exists a defect level 

0.18 eV above the Fermi level (0.38 eV below conduction band minimum). This is actually an 

acceptor level by O.62
 The sample in Ref. 61 is fabricated under the same condition as in the 

present work. Its position at E  Ei = 0.18 eV unambiguously demonstrates that the SiOx tunnel 

layer introduces acceptor-like defects at the SiOx/c-Si interface. The high Dit (~1013 cm-2eV-1  

1014 cm-2eV-1) explains why as-deposited a-Si:H or poly-Si structures with SiOx tunnel layer 

always have a low eff ~ 3 s, whereas the ones without SiOx tunnel layer have relatively high 

eff > 100 s. Furthermore, the annealing process at 850°C, which enhance the eff up to >5 ms, 

once again demonstrates the speculation of SiOx reconstruction at high temperatures.   

 

      3.4. Nano-Pit and Pinhole Formation in SiOx Films. FTIR measurements have 

demonstrated that post-annealing induces reconstruction within the SiOx tunnel layer. Choi et al 

investigated the structural evolution of poly-Si/SiOx contact structures by HR-TEM, from which 

they observed the nano-pit-like structure in the tunnel oxide layer, when annealed at a high 
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temperature.34 This nano-pit feature is of significant importance for carrier transport, affecting 

the tunneling probability (which increases with decreasing SiOx thickness), especially for lowly-

doped poly-Si structures (see simulated results in Supporting Information Figures S6S9). 

Figures 4a and 4b give cross-sectional HR-TEM images of poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si structures (by 

PECVD) annealed at 800°C and 900°C for 30 min, respectively. Clearly, with lower-temperature 

(800°C) annealing, the poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si structure shows uniform interfaces at both sides of the 

tunnel layer (Figure 4a). However, higher temperature (900°C) annealing results in significant 

morphological changes in the SiOx tunnel layer (Figure 4b). As examples, the arrows P1 in 

Figure 4b indicate the presence of nano-pits on the poly-Si side, and the arrow P2 is a nano-pit 

on the c-Si side. These nano-pits likely play an important role in the carrier transport for poly-

Si/SiOx contact solar cells, because they enable more efficient carrier tunneling. Furthermore, we 

also observe some pinholes even penetrating the complete SiOx tunnel layer (arrows P3 in Figure 

4b). A moderate pinhole density might contribute to better carrier transport, but a very high 

density can be detrimental because of significant doping-atom (P/B) leakage into the c-Si 

substrate during annealing.63-64 Figure 4c shows the c-AFM image measured on a poly-Si/SiOx/c-

Si sample annealed at 850°C for 30 min. The current curve demonstrates that the measured 

current can vary significanly, with lower values between pinholes. We find that some small 

points (small diameter) enable very high current (small bright points in Figure 4c), but some 

larger points (large diameter) have lower current (large green points in Figure 4c). We speculate 

that these green points probably correspond to nano-pits. In such nano-pits, the SiOx tunnel layer 

is still present, but can locally be much thinner than elsewhere, the thinner SiOx tunnel layer in 

the nano-pit regions make the tunnelling current higher than in the peripheral regions. However, 

these current values are still smaller than those in pinhole regions, where no SiOx tunnel layer is 

anymore present. Figures 4d and 4e are contact resistivity data for poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si samples 

annealed at 800°C and 850°C respectively. Apparent contact resistivity reduction is observed 

from 37 mΩ∙cm2 to 4.5 mΩ∙cm2. This trend supports our transport speculation from HR-TEM 

measurements. However, we cannot anneal the sample at too high temperature, because severe 

P/B leakage would result in poor chemical passivation.  
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Figure 4. Cross-sectional HR-TEM images of poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si annealed at (a) 800°C and (b) 900°C. The annealing 

time for both samples is 30 min, (c) c-AFM image from the poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si sample annealed at 850°C for 30 min, 

where the current curve is plotted along the white line in the image (labeled 1 in the figure). (d) and (e) are contact 

resistivity data for poly-Si/SiOx/c-Si samples annealed at 800°C and 850°C respectively. The data in (d) indicates it 

is not a perfect ohmic contact. 
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Figure 5. Theoretical efficiency of poly-Si/SiOx passivating contact solar cell as a function of SiOx thickness. The 

blue arrow indicates that lowly-doped poly-Si(n) requires thinner SiOx tunnel layers to obtain optimal efficiency. 

The simulated device has a boron diffused front p+ emitter and an n-type poly-silicon rear contact.   

 

      Figure 5 shows the simulated dependence of the theoretical efficiencies of solar cell with 

poly-Si(n)/SiOx passivating rear contact (Figure 6a) on tunnel SiOx thickness. The results 

indicate that to maximize the efficiency, the tunnel oxide thickness should be made thinner for 

lower doped poly-Si(n) structures. At a high doping concentration of ~1×1021 cm-3 in the poly-

Si(n) layer, the maximum SiOx thickness for a working device requires the thickness not more 

than ~1.7 nm; the maximum efficiency is reached at a SiOx thickness of ~1.3 nm. However, with 

a reduced doping concentration of 1×1017 cm-3 in the poly-Si(n) layer, the ‘threshold’ SiOx 

thickness for the device to function becomes narrower (~1.1 nm); the optimal thickness in that 

case also decreases to ~0.9 nm. These theoretical results may explain why experimental high-

efficiency c-Si solar cells have been reported with different SiOx thicknesses, ranging from 1.1 to 

1.7 nm.21, 47, 63, 65-66 It is noteworthy that the simulations in this work did not take into account the 

shallow diffusion into the c-Si wafer from the poly-Si(n) layer. Accounting for a slight doping 

tail into the c-Si wafer may increase the tunneling probability, and alter our results slightly but 

not fundamentally. Another point we should point out herein is that for SiOx/c-Si system, the 

interface is not abrupt,67-68 which means that the assumptive optical and electrical constants for 

SiOx is not accurate. Therefore, it is a qualitative analysis between carrier tunnelling and 

thickness and doping concentration of SiOx layer.  
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Figure 6. (a) Schematic of simulated cell in AFORS-HET v2.5; (b) Narrow Gaussian n+ poly-Si/c-Si interface 

acceptor-like defects locating at EEi = 0.18 eV; (c) Band bending at the n+ poly-Si/c-Si interface with variable Dit 

from 1×109 cm-2 to 1×1013 cm-2; (d) [EcEf]/[EcEv] at the n+ poly-Si/c-Si interface plotted as a function of Dit.              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

      3.5. Carrier Transport Mechanism. Thus far, we have shown how oxygen introduces 

acceptor-like defect levels locating at EEi = 0.18 eV in SiOx tunnel layer, and how the nano-pit 

characteristics in the SiOx tunnel layer can be changed via optimizing annealing temperature. 

Next, effect of Dit and the pinhole density, Dph, of the SiOx tunnel layer on the solar cell 

performance is investigated by simulation. Figure 6a shows the simulated device, which features 

a boron diffused p+ emitter at front and a full-area poly-Si(n)/SiOx passivating contact at the rear. 

The O related acceptor-like state is schematically displayed in Figure 6b. Figure 6c shows the 

band alignment at the rear poly-Si passivating contact interface. Clearly, a high Dit is detrimental 

to electron transport due to appearance of a broad and high electron barrier at conduction band 

minimum. This barrier can be reduced or even eliminated by effective chemical passivation, as 

demonstrated in Figure 6c. We plot the ratio of (EcEf)/(EcEv) at rear interface as a function of 

Dit in Figure 6d. It is noted, when Dit > 6×1012 cm-2, the Fermi level is pinned at (EcEf)/(EcEv) 

~ 1/3. An electron depletion region is formed on n-Si surface, which leads to an inverted surface 

electric field, impeding electron transport. As Dit gradually reduces to 3×1012 cm-2, the electron 

barrier flattens, and consequently electrons start to accumulate at n-Si surface. A high-low 

junction is formed in this scenario. Around the critical Dit value of ~3×1012 cm-2, (EcEf)/(EcEv) 

sharply decreases from 0.28 to 0.16, corresponding to Dit decreases in a narrow range from 
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4×1012 cm-2 to 2×1012 cm-2. A further decrease in Dit to ~1×1011 cm-2, (EcEf)/(EcEv) is found to 

saturate at 0.077, indicating Dit = 1×1011 cm-2 is sufficiently low to enable excellent passivation. 

Figures 8a8d show the dependence of device performance on the pinhole characteristics (Dit 

and Dph). It is interesting to see that Jsc, FF and PEC (Eff) increase with increasing Dph at high 

defect region Dit~1×1013cm-2. A moderate PEC of ~18% can be obtained when Dph > 0.01, which 

suggests pinhole current dominates the cell performance when the poly-Si/c-Si interface is 

poorly passivated. In the middle Dit region from 1013 cm-2 to 1011 cm-2, all of the device 

parameters are monotonously enhanced with decreasing values for Dit, thanks to the improved 

surface passivation. In contrast, the device performance relies significantly on both Dit and Dph 

when the Dit < 1×1011 cm-2, featuring an improved Voc, Jsc, FF and Eff with decreasing Dph. These 

simulation results indicate the device working principle has changed from pinhole-dominated to 

tunneling-dominated. Decreasing the pinhole density in SiOx tunnel layer under this condition 

results in a better carrier selectivity. The high PEC over 22.5% at Dit < 1×1011 cm-2 shown in 

figure 7d is in good consistent with the results given in Figure 6d.  

 

 

Figure 7. (a)(d) are calculated Voc, Jsc, FF and Eff plotted against Dit and Dph, which are changed in the range of 

1×109 cm-21×1013 cm-2 and 1×10-41×10-1 respectively.   
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4. CONCLUSION 

      Two passivation mechanisms are identified for poly-Si/SiOx passivating contact under 

different annealing temperature regions. At the low annealing temperature range (<600°C), the 

surface passivation is dominated by hydrogen passivation, whereas SiOx chemical passivation 

turns to be the dominant factor at high annealing temperatures (~850°C). FTIR spectra 

demonstrate that the under-stoichiometric O, present in chemically-grown SiOx are negative 

charged and bond to unsaturated Si atoms during high-temperature annealing. The structural 

evolution of the SiOx tunnel layer effectively unpins the Fermi level at poly-Si/c-Si interface. 

The low contact resistance and high surface passivation of the poly-Si/SiOx passivating contact 

annealed at the temperature of 850°C can be attributed to the formation of ‘nano-pits’ within 

the re-constructed SiOx tunnel layer, which maintains a low interface defect state density. 

Tunneling simulations unveil that the pinhole current dominates the device performance when 

the poly-Si/SiOx passivating contact shows a poor surface passivation at high temperature 

annealing (>850°C). In contrast, tunneling becomes the dominant carrier transport mechanism 

when the passivation of poly-Si/SiOx contact is good enough. This occurs at the optimized 

annealing temperature ~850°C.  
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